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November 20th, 60 a.H

HEALING THOUGHTS FOR OUR SISTER
SHIZUE….

Our siste r Shizue, leve l 4, leader of the angel order and personal assistant of our
Be love d Prophet in America has just had an accident yeste rday and is in an
inte nsive care unit in hospital with broke n neck vertebrae , a ve ry serious
condition…. Our Be loved Prophet told us about the power of healing through
thoughts, teachings that are slowly de monstrate d by scientists now… Le t’s use it
all together, le t’s unite our thoughts so that she he als quickly, and happily
resumes her life that she chose to dedicate fully to the Moveme nt and our Belove d
Prophet.
Here are a few pictures of her that you can use to he lp you dire ct your thoughts
to her.
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DEMYSTICISM
By Daniel Chabot

Following the publication on Rael Sciences of the article : ‘Evide nce for
Consciousne ss-Re lated Anomalies in Random Physical Systems’ , he re
are the comme nts of Daniel Chabot, re sponsible for teaching.
In the next few lines, I would like to rectify a point concerning this
article:
It describes itself as: “summarized results of all known experiments testing
possible interactions between consciousness and the statistical behaviour of
random number generators”. In conclusion, it suggests “the existence of some
form of consciousness-related anomaly in random physical systems” and here it
is referring to quantum physics which assumes that the observer (consciousness)
can influence what it is observing.
Of course, all this is contrary to the teachings of Our Prophet who has explained
clearly to us that consciousness cannot act directly on inert matter. This neomysticism, which I would also call “pseudo-scientific” is very fashionable at the
moment, even in certain scientific circles. There are many references to quantum
physics in the film “What the bleep do we know?”. While preparing for the last
seminars, I had to select extracts very carefully so as to only retain the parts that
were relevant to teaching and awakening, that is to say only the parts based on
neuroscience, behaviour and emotion.
The article quoted in Rael-Science should be considered an exercise for us to
raise our vigilance yet further in distinguishing what is real science from mystic
thinking. Our religion is science and so we are sensitive to all that can potentially
corroborate the “scientific prophecies” of the last of the Prophets. That is why it is
so important to understand what distinguishes real science from what simply
appears to be science. Though they can appear very seductive to the scientific
neophyte, a series of speculations do not constitute real science just because they
are based on scientific references.
Speculation in itself is not a problem so long as the author (and I include myself)
specifies that this is just a hypothesis and not a scientific fact. In the book “Raël,
analyse des effets physiques et psychiques de son enseignement” (Rael, an
analysis of the physical and mental effects of his teaching), I make reference to
many studies by many other authors. For example when referring to the
characteristics of sensual meditation, I take great pains to specify that “…the
effects of sensual meditation, as taught by Rael, have not necessarily been the
object of scientific studies. Nevertheless, in the light of present scientific
knowledge and other philosophies it is possible to deduce its effects (p. 103)”. In
this way, the reader is warned that we are in the realm of speculation. The same
goes for when Marcel Terrusse refers to his reflections as “hypothesis on ..” and
from then on, he can say what he wishes since we know that we are dealing with
hypotheses.
We must understand that there are different types of articles published by
RaelScience:
(1) articles relating to scientific research based on rigorous scientific methods
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(2) articles representing opinions or thoughts of researchers on different themes
such as cloning, nanotechnology, transhumanism, stem cells, etc. these thoughts
are not scientific facts, but are hypotheses supporting the prophesies of Rael
(3) political articles which highlight human aberration or the direction our society
is taking
That is why it is so important as readers of RaelScience, to develop our critical
thinking in order to distinguish by ourselves whether the article favours or
contradicts the bases of Our Prophet’s teachings. For example there are some
articles labeled “Selected by Rael” which refer to violence in the Middle-East or
torture in Guantanamo. This does not mean that Our Prophet is in favour of such
violence. On the contrary, he selects these articles to illustrate human stupidity
and how we are governed by fools. There is another example, where an article
“selected by Rael” recounts how a witch was exempted of tax in Sweden. In no
way does Our Prophet recognise witchcraft, he was simply showing that this open
situation exists in Sweden in contrast to the wave of intolerance sweeping French
speaking countries. Take the comments by Our Prophet on the fact that the
journalist and editor Julius Streigher was condemned to death at Nuremberg. In
no way are we in favour of the death penalty, but we should be able to refer to
this condemnation to make journalists aware of their enormous responsibility
when they incite hatred through their publications. Several journalists have
claimed that we are “manipulated” by our religious leader and that we don't think
for ourselves. The above examples prove just the opposite, that we are constantly
invited to think for ourselves. On the one hand we have a message and teachings
brought by the last Prophet. These are not accompanied by proof, but contain the
implicit instruction to: “keep abreast of scientific research and you will see that
the messages are true”. On top of that is the reality of everyday events constantly
confirming the veracity of these as announced by the Elohim. Everything is going
faster and faster. Knowledge is increasing at an exponential rate and yet we need
to distil the meaningful essence from the meaningless chaff. RaelScience is a
selection of this precious essence. But it does not constitute everything and
neither is it pre-digested for you. It is up to you, the reader, to make the links
yourself, to pick out what is essential and to discern the truth from the false.
What a beautiful challenge for intelligence and consciousness. And what
generous trust in our judgement and intelligence.

WANT TO KNOW HOW IT WORKS?
C loning
If you feel like cloning a little mouse , follow this link and have funJ
http://gslc.genetics.utah.edu/units/cloning/clickandclone/

Butterfly LEDs
Fluorescent patches on the wings of African swallowtail
butterflies work in a very similar way to high emission light
emitting diodes (LEDs). This is what Pete Vukusic from the
University of Exeter has found out as published this week on
the Magazine Science.
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The way light is extracted from the butterfly's system is all but identical in design
to the LED with hollow air cylinders in the wing scales as the biological version of
a 2D photonic crystal. The swallowtail butterflies apparently use this light for
signaling to each other in the wild.
Dr Vukusic, a member of the University of Exeter research team declared: "When
you study these things and get a feel for the photonic architecture available, you
really start to appreciate the elegance with which nature put some of these things
together," …. Well, all agreed if you change the word Nature for Elohim….

Intelligent Design
This week the Chief astronomer of the Vatican has declared that he doesn’t think
Intelligent Design should be taught in school in the science curriculum. Let’s not
forget that a few years ago, the Vatican has accepted the theory of Evolution as a
scientific explanation of our origin, leaving the initial spark to a god, a way to
reconcile god and evolution and keep the scientists in their churches. ID is
obviously disturbing their hypocritical consensus.
Here is what the Prophet RAEL declared today on this subject:
“So the Vatican is an ally of evolutionists ? Very interesting betrayal of their own
scriptures...And the Vatican has a chief astronomer ? Oh oh !!! Copernicus and
Galileo are without doubts very happy about that... ;-) What they don't realize is
that talking like that they will even increase the schism with the majority of
American Christians who are NOT catholic but protestants and have here
another good reason to be more protestant than ever... So the Virgin Mary is a
fruit of a long evolution ? Let's thank this "astronomer" to give us a wonderful
laughing start for today !”

Article Publis
shed in Israel
Published in Yediut Haharonot - Israel
8/11/05
WHO COMPOSED THE SOLAR SYSTEM?
EXTRATERRESTRIAL !
The program SETI (searching for ET
civilizations) celebrating 40 years, and the
scientists
came
with
a
surprising
declaration: the solar system is probably
an artificial system that is composed by a
superior civilization.
Why?
There is no other planetary system that is arranged in the same way.
Earth and all the solar system is probably an artificial system that is composed
by a superior civilization. To that conclusion reached the participant of the
conference that has been held by International project SETI (40 years ago). The
conference takes place in the Astrophysics laboratory, in the Academy of Science
in Russia. Explain, Prof. Leonid Ksanpomality, the Manager of the planets
physics lab in the Academy of Science in Russia. In all the other solar systems
without any exceptions, the biggest planets are close to the sun and the small one
like Earth is far from the Sun. But in our Solar System it is the opposite, the
smallest planets are close to the Sun. 20 years ago, only a scientist that was not
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taking care of his reputation could say that maybe the solar system composed by
a superior civilization, but now, things change a lot. Continue D"r Sergay Yazeb,
the senior scientist in the institute of physics of the Sun, in his report that was
given to all the participants he mentioned 6 mysterious attributes of our solar
system that distinguish it from all the other solar systems that the scientists
discover until today.".Today according to the knowledge we have, we don't have
any other explanation to the formation of the solar system but, intervention of
superior civilization" concluded D"r Yazeb.
Dimitry Prokofiev, Moscow

IN THE MOVEMENT…
UK....True Face of God!?
In the UK Movement, one of the most keen Raelian sympathisers is Andrew, a 16
year old boy who goes to a very strict Catholic school in North England. He has
been heavily involved in the North England and Scotland meeting preparation.
About two years ago, he stood up for his belief in class and gave a presentation
on the Messages in front of almost all Christian audience!
On Thursday 3rd November, Andrew's class had a religious lesson but his
teacher admitted he did not know what he should be teaching. In the end, he
read extracts from the True Face of God to the class. (Andrew always takes his
copy to his class.) His classmates laughed at what they heard. ( not in a nasty
way though..)
The teacher did explain that the Elohim was a plural, but also added that the
earliest Jews believed in more than one god. And when reading the extracts on
the back of the book, he agreed with everything up to Rael's extraterrestrial
experience.
Andrew feels this teacher may have mentioned True Face of God to make fun of
it, but this incident made the class much more interested and in the end it was a
great diffusion.
Andrew is a lone ranger and an emerging star in UK!
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